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Making a groundwater Model
YOU WILL NEED:

It is impossible to travel underground to learn about groundwater. Models are created to help us understand what

we can’t see or experience first-hand. You are going to make a simple physical model of a groundwater system.

2 or 3 250ml 
beakers or jars

Water bottle, 
spray bottle, or 

extra beaker

Pea sized 
aquarium gravel 

or sand - light 
colours are best

Blue food 
colouring

Pump from 
liquid hand 

washing soap or 
similar device

A stirring rod

Setting up the model:

1. Make sure that your clothes are protected from the food dye. 
2. Working in pairs fill one beaker with water. Add one drop of blue dye. 
3. Place the gravel or sand in the other beaker (if you have a selection of sands and gravels you could build  
 this up in layers). 
4. Half fill the gravel holding beaker with water so that the top of the gravel/sand is above the water level.
 The gravel and sands represent the aquifer in this model and the base of the beaker represents solid rock.
5. Observe as the water moves down through the gravel, travelling through the spaces between each particle  
 of gravel. Notice how the bottom of the beaker acts just like solid rock or clay and stops the water from  

 infiltrating any further.

1.

Draw a diagram of your observation and describe the zone you can see here.
Now look at the bottom half of the cup and observe how the water fills every space between  

the gravel particles. The air that used to occupy those spaces has been pushed out by water. 

2.

There are a couple of names that can be applied to this zone. What are they?

Extend your diagram to include this zone.

3.
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What is found at the boundary between the two zones? Mark this on your diagram. Find the water table “line”
on your model. In a few minutes we will change where the water table is located by pumping.

4.

What will happen to the water table when you start to use the pump?

To get water out of the ground we often dig a hole, called a well, and use a pump to draw the water out of the 
aquifer. Using a stirring rod or your finger “drill a well”, by making a hole into the gravel or sand. Place the 
pump into the hole. Be sure the tube reaches down into the groundwater. Begin pumping groundwater out of 
your aquifer. Pump it into another cup.

6.

7. What happens to the water table as you pump? What would happen if you kept pumping?
Keep the systems going by adding a little more water to the aquifer by “raining” on it with your water bottle. 

Look at the gravel in the upper part of the cup. Are the spaces between the gravel or sand filled with water or 
air? How do you know?

5.

Describe what is happening? Can you keep pumping now?
Conclude this exercise by summarising and include the words sand, gravel, aquifer, unsaturated zone, zone of 
saturation, water table, pump and well.

8.
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